WIFS 2012 – 03/12/2012

• Keynote: "Adversary Signal Processing", Mauro Barni
  – BNSA: attack used in watermarking (random oracle)
  – ACRE: attack used in spam filtering
  – hill climbing: attack used in biometrics
  – game theory → modelling
    binary-HT game: paper ICASSP 2012, "A Game Theoretic Approach ..."

• Oral presentation: 12:00 – 12:20
  – identification vs. verification → ROC vs. CMC

WIFS 2012 – 05/12/2012

• Keynote: "Issues, Controversies and Advancements in Forensic Speaker Recognition", James Wayman
  – ISO → definition of speaker recognition, voice formats, etc.
  – Phil Rose, "Forensic Speaker Recognition", 2002
  – ideolecitics → improve speaker recognition

WIFS 2012 – Misc

• James Wayman → Homayoon Beiji: speaker recognition
• Marina Blanton: secure speech processing
• Riccardo Lazzeretti: garbled circuits (PhD student of Mauro Barni)
• Ross Anderson: fingerprints (see techniques)

• conference: IWBF – International Workshop on Biometrics and Forensics